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Acceleration and orbits of charged particles beneath
a monolayer plasma crystal
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Experiments and simulations are reported for a monolayer plasma crystal that is disturbed by an
extra particle moving in a plane below the monolayer. Numerical simulations and experiments are
performed to find an explanation for the motion of the extra particle. In contrast to earlier
simulations where an extra particle did not move spontaneously as in the experiment, here an ion
wakefield downstream of the monolayer of particles is included. This resulted in the spontaneous
motion of an extra particle as in the experiment, so that it is concluded that the wakefield produces
this motion. In both the experiment and the simulation a trend is observed where the orbit of an extra
particle becomes more crooked and less energetic when the gas damping is stronger. The simulation
reveals that the energy of the extra particle exhibits distinctive transitions between three
regimes. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1512656#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma crystals are ordered structures of charged m
spheres in a gas discharge.1–6 The low-temperature plasm
charges the microsphere particles negatively up to 104 el-
ementary charges, so that the particle ensemble is a stro
coupled classical Coulomb system. In the sheath of a rf
charge, particles are trapped in a horizontal layer. In the
tical direction, they are confined by the opposing forces
gravity and an upward electrical force in the electric she
near a horizontal electrode. In the radial direction, they
confined by the plasma’s radial electric fields, whi
are much weaker and allow particle movement in the h
zontal direction. Depending on the electrode configurat
and the number of particles that are introduced into
plasma, the particles can arrange in a monolayer7 or in a
three-dimensional structure with multiple layers.6,8 The par-
ticles arrange themselves in lattices with a crystalline patt
making them useful as models for studying condensed ma
phenomena.

In this paper we will investigate the dynamics of a pa
ticle structure with a crystalline monolayer on a horizon
plane, and beneath it an extra particle moving about in w
we term an ‘‘incomplete lower layer.’’ The monolayer is
triangular lattice with hexagonal symmetry.

In the experiments of Samsonovet al.,7,9 a kind of spon-
taneous particle motion was observed. The experiments w
performed using a monolayer of particles, with a few ex
particles in an incomplete second layer 200mm below the
monolayer. These extra particles moved about spontaneo
and through a Coulomb interaction, they disturbed the p
ticles in the main layer. Samsonovet al. discovered that this
motion resulted in the generation of a Mach cone, i.e.

a!Electronic mail: ischweig@itam.nsc.ru
b!Electronic mail:
4461070-664X/2002/9(11)/4465/8/$19.00
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V-shaped wake made of compressional sound waves, in
monolayer.

The mechanism that accelerates the particles must
persistent force, because it overcomes the constant fric
experienced by the extra particle as it moves in the ga10

Presumably the accelerating mechanism is an electric fo
but the mechanism behind it until now has not been ide
fied.

The simulation of Schweigertet al.11 included extra par-
ticles similar to those in Samsonov’s experiment, except t
the simulations included an additional complete monolay
for a total of two complete monolayers plus an incomple
third layer beneath. The simulation revealed that the part
motion had two distinct regimes, depending on the damp
rate, before the crystal melted entirely by further reduction
the gas pressure. The orbits of extra particles in the inco
plete third layer shown in Fig. 9 of Ref. 11 are more crook
than in the experiment of Samsonov.

Here we report further simulations, which have only
single monolayer and an incomplete lower layer, as in
experiment of Samsonov. This configuration does not mel
easily as with two complete monolayers; therefore, we w
able to extend the simulation to lower values of the gas p
sure, and observe straighter orbits like those of Samso
et al. In the present paper we also report experiments,
comparing them to the simulations allows us to draw a c
clusion about the acceleration mechanism.

We first carried out simulations, using the parameters
the experiment of Samsonovet al.,7 who did not report any
images of the extra particle’s orbit. We repeated the simu
tions for several values of the damping rate correspondin
several values of the gas pressure. After the simulations w
completed, we carried out the new experiments, intende
record the orbits of the fast particles over roughly the sa
conditions as in the simulation.
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. SIMULATION

We used molecular dynamics~MD! simulations to ob-
serve the motions of all particles in a monolayer, plus
extra particle beneath it. We modeled a section of a susp
sion that includedN51024 particles, and we applied per
odic boundary conditions. To start the MD simulation, p
ticles were loaded initially with a Maxwellian velocit
distribution. Their motion was constrained to move in t
horizontal planez50 and they arranged themselves in a t
angular lattice with hexagonal symmetry, as in the exp
ments. The extra particle was constrained to move on ano
horizontal plane atz52200 mm below the monolayer. The
equations that were solved for particles in the monola
crystal, with coordinatesri , where i ranges from 1 toN,
were

M p

d2ri

dt2
52Z

]Uu~ri2re!

]ri
2Z(

iÞ j

]Ui~ri2rj !

]ri

2M pn
dri

dt
2FL . ~1!

For the extra particle with coordinatesre we solved

M p

d2re

dt2
52Z(

i

]Ul~re2ri !

]re
2M pn

dre

dt
2FL . ~2!

HereFL is the random Langevin force acting on the partic
due to collisions with neutral gas atoms with a gas tempe
tureT. The first and the second terms on the right-hand s
of Eq. ~1! are the forces acting on thei th particle from the
extra particle beneath and from other particles of the mo
layer ~and from their periodic images!, respectively. On the
right-hand side of Eq.~2! the first term is the force applie
by the monolayer particles to the extra particle. The fricti
coefficientn arises from the drag on the particle due to t
neutral gas, and it is modeled as Epstein drag.10 The particle
mass in the MD simulations wasM p53.7310210 g.

The primary difference between our MD simulation a
the simulation in Ref. 7 is the interparticle potential. T
simulation of Ref. 7 used a simple Yukawa interparticle p
tential, which was adequate for producing a Mach cone
the monolayer but cannot result in a spontaneous motio
an extra particle. It was necessary in that simulation to a
ficially move the extra particle. Here, we will use a differe
interparticle interaction, described in the following, and w
demonstrate that it results in a spontaneous motion, as in
experiment.

The interparticle interaction was determined accurat
by performing a particle-in-cell Monte Carlo~PIC MC!
simulation including the particles in the monolayer, ele
trons, and ions, as described earlier in Ref. 12. For thesab
initio simulations we chose the conditions of the experim
of Samsonovet al.7 The input rf power was 50 W, and th
ion densityni in the sheath was 9.753109 cm23. We as-
sumed krypton at gas pressureP55 Pa and temperatur
T5300 K. In both the PIC MC and MD simulations
all particles have the same diameter of 8.9mm and charge
Z5215 000 e. The horizontal interparticle spacing ofa
5256 mm was the same as in the experiment of Samso
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.255.35.192. Redistribution subject to A
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et al. The ion density perturbation and the potential distrib
tion around the particle in the monolayer obtained in P
MC simulation is shown in Fig. 1. One can see that the
density perturbation between the monolayer and the e
particle is more than 23109 cm23. For these experimenta
conditions the ion flux is supersonic and the ion cloud
elongated. The dimensionless ratio of the drift and therm
ion velocities isM511.9.

To calculate the forces acting on the particles in Eqs.~1!
and~2!, we model the potential computed from theab initio
PIC MC calculations using the following analytic expre
sions. In the following expressions, the potentials have u
of ergs and the interparticle distance is measured in centi
ters. The particle potentialUi in the crystal lattice is assume
to be a Debye–Huckel type,

Ui~ri2rj !5
Ze2

uri2rj u
exp~2k i uri2rj u/a!,

FIG. 1. Perturbation of ion density~a! and perturbation of electrical poten
tial measured in electron volts~b! surrounding a single particle placed a
(x50, z50) at the height of the monolayer in the sheath. These data
from a PIC MC simulation. Ions flow into the simulation box in the2z
direction. Ion density perturbationdni is in units of 109 cm23. The dotted
line denotes the position of the monolayer, and the dashed line refers t
horizontal plane in which the extra particle moves.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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where the effective screening lengthk i51.64 anduri2rj u is
the interparticle distance between the particles belongin
the monolayer. The extra particle acts on a particle abov
in the monolayer, with a force determined by the followin
interparticle potential:

Uu~ri2re!5
Z1e2

uri2reu
exp~2keuri2reu/a!,

whereZ1512 930, ke50.916, anduri2reu is the distance
between a particle in the monolayer and the extra parti
For computing the force acting on the extra particle from
particle in the monolayer we use the potential

Ul~re2ri !5
Z2e2

a
exp~2k l ure2ri u/a!~2 a/ure2ri u

1 0.156~a/ure2ri u!321.1~a/ure2ri u!5!,

whereZ254905,k l50.559, andure2ri u is the distance be
tween the extra particle and a particle in the monolayer.
illustration we show in Fig. 2 the absolute values of t
particle potential in different horizontal planes:Ui ~dotted
line! and Uu ~solid line! are repulsive positive potentials
while Ul ~dashed line! is an attractive potential which has
negative value. The inset in Fig. 2 showsxU(x), revealing a
discrepancy as compared to the Yukawa potential.

Note that the interparticle potential is not symmetr
between the particle in the monolayer and a particle in
incomplete lower layer. The attractive potentialUl is larger
than the repulsiveUu by about a factor of 2 when the extr
particle sits in the vertically aligned position. In other word
UuÞUl . This situation arises because the system is

FIG. 2. Potential distributions around a particle from the PIC MC simu
tion as a function of thex coordinate, i.e., the coordinate perpendicular
the ion flow. Three curves correspond to the three horizontal lines in Fig
for z50.02, 0, and20.02 cm. The inset showsxU(x) as a function of the
horizontal distancex.
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.255.35.192. Redistribution subject to A
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closed. Ions are generated upstream of the particles and
flow past the microspheres. This phenomenon was repo
previously13,14 for the analysis of instabilities in bilayer crys
tals. In a bilayer crystal this asymmetry causes an instab
to develop, thereby introducing enough energy to melt
lattice, unless the gas pressure is sufficiently high to supp
the instability. Our present problem is different because
our lower layer there is only a single extra particle. Oth
wise the same interparticle mechanisms apply as in the
of the bilayer crystal.

The PIC MC simulations are the most time-consumi
part of our calculations. For this reason, in the MD simu
tion we use the interparticle potential calculated for a g
pressure of 5 Pa in all our cases, even for pressures diffe
from 5 Pa. Elsewhere in the MD simulation, the gas press
also appears in the friction coefficient. We calculate the fr
tion coefficientn for each gas pressure using the Epst
formula.10

In the simulations, we intended to duplicate the con
tions of the experiment of Samsonovet al.7 Our experiments,
reported in this paper, were carried out after the simulati
were completed. As mentioned previously, the interparti
potential that we used was calculated for only one of the
pressures, and this was applied to all the MD simulations,
all gas pressures. These various differences, as compar
our experiment, are generally in the range of 50% to a fac
of 3; therefore, we do not expect to achieve exact quant
tive agreement between the simulation and experiment.
general features of the particle orbit shape and its trends
the gas pressure is varied, show agreement, as we will d
onstrate in Sec. IV. This agreement is perhaps the most
one can expect, given the quantitative differences in the
rameters of the simulation and experiment.

The goals of our simulation are to:~1! identify the ac-
celeration mechanism for the extra particles and~2! present
phenomenological results for the shape of the extra partic
orbit and its energy in different regimes of motion. In o
MD simulation, we also observed Mach cones in the mo
layer, produced by the moving extra particle. This obser
tion of Mach cones is similar to the experimental observat
of Samsonovet al.7 Because the Mach cones were pre
ously revealed in the simulation of Ref. 7, and our results
similar, we do not report them further here. Instead, we w
pursue the three goals listed previously, and compare to
new experimental results also reported in the present pa

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental part of this work was carried out usi
the same apparatus as used in Ref. 7. We used a capaci
coupled rf discharge to produce a krypton plasma. The
charge apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. A lower electrode w
powered with a rf high voltage at 13.56 MHz. A grounde
upper ring and the vacuum vessel walls served as the o
electrode. The gas flow rate of 0.45 sccm was small eno
to avoid disturbing the particles. After igniting a plasma, w

-

1,
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4468 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 2002 Schweigert et al.
introduced monodisperse polymer microspheres with a di
eter of 8.0960.18mm measured using transmission electr
microscopy~TEM!. They were shaken from a dispenser th
we inserted above the lower electrode inside the vacu
vessel. To image the particles, we illuminated them with
HeNe laser beam expanded by a rotating mirror into a h

FIG. 3. Experimental apparatus:~a! general view,~b! schematic side view,
and ~c! locations of the two-dimensional monolayer and an extra parti
which moves horizontally in an incomplete second layer'0.6 mm below
the monolayer.
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.255.35.192. Redistribution subject to A
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zontal sheet, and we imaged them with a vertically moun
monochrome video camera operated at 30 frames/s.
camera was equipped with an interference bandpass filte
image only the scattered laser light.

In the experiment, particles were levitated in a sing
horizontal layer, and they arranged in a triangular lattice w
hexagonal symmetry. In contrast to a multilayer system
monolayer crystal is much less sensitive to variation of
perimental conditions such as gas pressure and rf volt
Over a wide range of discharge parameters, the experime
monolayer remained in a crystalline state with a translatio
order length of (1.6– 2.6)a and an orientational order lengt
of (2.4– 6.0)a, as shown in Table I. These rather low valu
suggest, however, that the monolayer, while crystalline, w
not highly ordered.

When a sufficient number of particles were introduce
we always found extra particles levitated in an incompl
lower layer. These particles moved about, disturbing
layer above. In the case of the highest gas pressure we u
and possibly in other cases as well, the extra particles
peared to be brighter than particles in the monolayer. T
indicates that the extra particles were probably bigger, be
possibly agglomerations of two or three microspheres.

In the experiment we varied the gas pressure fromP
52.7 to 11.7 Pa, thereby varying the damping rate. We
justed the gas pressure until we observed orbits that
sembled those in the simulation, for all three regimes. T
main experimental parameters are listed in Table I. Exp
mental values for charge were measured using a varian
the resonance method of Ref. 15, which is accurate with
factor of 2.

IV. RESULTS

A. Acceleration mechanism

One of our main results is a conclusion that the mec
nism of accelerating the extra particle must arise from the
wakefield. Here we will review the results, and then pres
an argument that supports our conclusion.

,

TABLE I. Discharge conditions and lattice parameters for the experiment.

Discharge conditions
Pressure of Kr~Pa! 2.7 9.2 11.7
Power~W! 110 70 100
Self-bias voltage~V! 2177 2122 2137
Electron temperature~eV! 3.5 1.7 2.6
Ion density (1015 m23) 2.7 10.1 13.1
Debye length at probe height,lD ~mm! 267 97 106
Epstein drag,n (s21) 5.7 19.3 24.5

Structural parameters for the lattice
Particle separation,a ~mm! 52962 49561 60161
Translational order length,j/a 2.660.2 1.960.1 1.660.1
Orientational order length,j6 /a 6.0 2.6 2.4
Monolayer height~mm! 9.0 6.1 5.2
Extra particle height~mm! 8.4 5.5 4.5

Experimental parameters for the lattice
Particle charge,Q 16 600 11 700 8300
Dust plasma frequency,vpd (s21) 113.1 88.0 46.7
n/vpd 0.05 0.22 0.52
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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In Fig. 4, simulation and experimental results both sh
an acceleration of the extra particle. In our MD simulati
the extra particle initially has a kinetic energy equivalent
room temperature, and then it gradually gains energy w
time. The acceleration of the particle ceases when it reac
a terminal velocity of, for example, 4.2 cm/s at a press
P55 Pa. Without any acceleration mechanism, the extra
ticle would not move any more than other particles, beca
gas damping removes any excess energy in the particle
tion. The fact that the extra particle moves faster than
other particles shows that it receives a constant energy in
i.e., it is accelerated. We also note, in Fig. 4, that the part
motion depends on the gas pressure and therefore the d
ing rate. Comparing Figs. 4~a!–4~f!, we find the same trend
in both the experiment and the simulation: as the damp
rate is decreased, the extra particle moves a greater dist

The fact that our experiment and simulation agree in
acceleration of the extra particle suggests that the simula
incorporates the physics responsible for the acceleration
compared to the MD simulation of Ref. 7, where the parti
did not accelerate spontaneously, the primary differenc
that the interparticle potential in our simulation takes in
account the ion wakefield. Thus, we attribute the accelera
of the particles to the wakefield.

The extra particle is accelerated due to the instability
the configuration consisting of a monolayer of particles p
an extra particle. This instability arises due to the asymme
interaction between a particle in the monolayer and the e
particle, caused by the effect of ion wakefield, as explain
in Sec. II. At a higher gas pressure, this instability is su
pressed by the gas friction. A decrease of the gas fric
below some critical value initiates development of the ins
bility. The source of energy to this system is provided by
flux of streaming ions, so that this system is open rather t
closed.

B. Effect of gas damping on the extra particle’s orbit

As another of our main results, we find that in both t
experiment and the MD simulations the extra particle’s t
jectory depends on the gas pressure. More precisely, it
pends on the dimensionless friction coefficientn/vpd , which
is the ratio of the friction coefficient and the dust crys
frequencyvpd5AZ2e2/e0M pa3. This dimensionless friction
coefficient was introduced in Refs. 13 and 14 for charac
izing the instability in the bilayer vertically aligned crysta
The range of the dimensionless friction coefficientn/vpd in
the experiment and in MD simulation coincides. At a high
level of gas damping~for 11.7 Pa in the experiment!, the
extra particle is trapped beneath a single particle in
monolayer, as shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. The left panel~a!
is from the simulation, and the right~b! is from the experi-
ment. At a lower level of gas damping, the extra particle h
a stretched trajectory. The extra particle is scattered less
ten than at higher gas damping, where it has a more croo
orbit. This is seen by comparing Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!, at a
higher gas damping, to Figs. 4~e! and 4~f! at a lower gas
damping. At a low level of gas damping, the extra parti
moves mainly in a straight line over a distance of ma
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.255.35.192. Redistribution subject to A
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interparticle spacings, as shown by the trajectories in F
4~e! and 4~f!. This is one of our chief empirical results: th
orbit of the extra particle has the same shape, in the sim
tion and the experiment, and the shape has the same tre
becoming straighter as the gas damping is reduced.

While the shape of the extra particle orbits are the sa
in the experiment and the simulation, the speed of the e
particle does not always agree. For our lowest gas damp
rate, the simulated and experimental orbits shown in F
4~e! and 4~f! have almost the same speeds for the extra p
ticle. However, for the intermediate damping rate, the spe
in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d! differ by a factor of 3.3. Exact agree
ment is not expected because in the experiment the spee
the extra particle varies over a factor of 2, from one parti
to another.9 Another reason for the discrepancies observ
might be the difference between the experimental parame
and those used in the simulations.

The conditions in the experiment and the simulatio
were similar but not identical. The interparticle spacing a
the vertical spacing between the extra particle and the mo
layer are not exactly the same. In the simulation, the partic
have a nearly uniform interparticle spacing that extends i
nitely in all directions, because of the periodic boundary co
ditions. In the experiment, a finite number of particles a
confined in a bowl-shaped electric potential well, and t
causes the particles to be spaced more closely in the cent
the suspension than at the edges. This arrangement lead
larger number of defects in the experiment than in the sim
lation. Thus, the particles in the monolayer present a m
highly periodic potential structure in the simulation than
the experiment; in both cases the particles form a crystal,
the crystal is more ordered in the simulation than in t
experiment.

In the experiment we chose only three gas pressures
compared to a larger number of values in the simulations.
adjusted the gas pressure in the experiment until we obse
particle orbits that resembled those in each of the three
gimes of particle motion in the simulations.

V. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN THREE REGIMES OF
MOTION

Our primary purposes in this paper are to report p
nomenological observations from the experiment and sim
lations, and compare those to arrive at an explanation for
acceleration mechanism. Beyond those results, which w
presented in Sec. IV, we will now report some phenome
logical results from the simulation revealing distinctive tra
sitions between three regimes of particle motion. The sha
of the particle trajectories are different in each regime. Wh
we do not attempt to explain intuitively the exact shapes
the particle orbits, we can offer some comments on mec
nisms that are involved.

In the simulation, we found that as we varied the g
damping, the motion of the extra particle had three disti
regimes, with transitions between them. Within each regim
the particle motion was generally about the same. Howe
near a critical value of gas damping, a small change in
pressure resulted in a significantly different kind of moti
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Trajectories of particles in the monolayer and the extra particle beneath~thicker line! in the simulation~left-hand column!, and in the experiment
~right-hand column!. The conditions in the simulations and experiment were similar but not identical. In the high pressure range, the damping rates~a!
n50.3 vpd in the simulations and~b! 0.52vpd in the experiment. In the middle regime, it was~c! 0.14vpd and ~d! 0.22vpd , respectively. In the low
pressure regime,~e! 0.03vpd and~f! 0.05vpd . The length is normalized by the interparticle distancea. The time interval for the orbits shown are~a!,~c!,~e!
0.2 s,~b!,~d! 2 s, and~f! 0.6 s. The orbits of particles in the experiment and simulation can be compared for the extra particles, but not for particle
monolayer, for which we present only a single-frame snapshot from the experiment rather than a trace of multiple trajectories as in the simulatio
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.255.35.192. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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of the extra particle. This is shown in Fig. 5. At a high
pressure~regime I!, an extra particle and a particle in th
monolayer remain aligned, in a sort of vertically align
‘‘molecule.’’ In Fig. 5, for n50.3 vpd , inset ~a! shows the
trajectories of two particles composing a vertical ‘‘molecul
for a 0.2 s interval. The ion cloud beneath the upper part
moves with the upper particle, and it does so without a
significant lag because the ions can move much more qui
than the particle. For this reason, the lower particle c
couple easily to the upper particle not only when the latte
at rest, but also when it is moving. This coupling persi
when the attraction energy between particles is less than
kinetic energy of the extra particle. The monolayer
charged particles produces a periodic potential distribu
below which the extra particle moves in. Atn50.3 vpd the
kinetic energy of the particle is much less than the depth
the potential wells, and the extra particle is trapped.

The first transition occurs with a small decrease of
friction coefficient fromn50.3 vpd to n50.27vpd . This
results in a large increase in the kinetic energy of the e
particle from 5 to 80 eV, causing the ‘‘molecule’’ to dissoc
ate. The motion in regime II of Fig. 5 is diffusive. Inset~b! to
Fig. 5 shows the trajectories of the monolayer particle a
the extra particle in regime II very near to transition atn
50.27vpd . Decreasing the pressure further, the energy
particle rises and, consequently, the probability of jumps
tween the equilibrium places increases, as shown in F
4~c! and 4~d!.

This first transition between regimes I and II was r
ported earlier in Ref. 11 for a slightly different system, wi

FIG. 5. Regimes of motion of the extra particle:~I! ‘‘molecular’’ state,~II !
diffusion, ~III ! straight-line motion. The mean kinetic energy of particles
the monolayer~triangles! and the extra particle~circles! are plotted as a
function of the dimensionless friction coefficient. The energy of the ex
particle undergoes two transitions, where a small change in friction resu
a large change in particle energy. The insets show the enlarged trajec
of the particles~a! at n50.3 vpd , ~b! at n50.27vpd , and ~c! at n
50.03vpd . The size of the inset boxes is 0.130.1 mm2 for ~a! and~b!, and
232 mm2 for ~c!. The trajectory of the extra particle in the incomple
lower layer is shown by a solid line, and that of the upper layer by a das
line in ~a! and ~b!. In ~c! the particles in the upper layer are shown in
snapshot.
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two complete layers and a few extra particles beneath
lower layer. The curve in Fig. 5 for our present results, fo
single monolayer and an extra particle beneath, differs in
shape of the transition curve. Our curve has a sharper t
sition, and it occurs at a higher damping rate ofn/vpd

50.27– 0.3, as compared to'0.21.
The second transition occurs also with a small change

the friction coefficient, this time atn50.08vpd . This results
in another large increase in the energy of the extra parti
up to 1000 eV. This kinetic energy is higher than the attr
tion energy, so that the extra particle is not tightly coupled
a single particle above it. Now the particle trajectory is u
disturbed straight line~regime III in Fig. 5! as shown in inset
~c!. This second transition was not previously reported
Ref. 11, where the pressure range did not extend to these
values.

The reason that the kinetic energy of a particle in a
layer suspension changes quickly at some critical gas p
sure was explained in Ref. 13. There it was shown tha
multilayer structure with vertical alignment is unstable, cau
ing a heating of the particles. At a higher pressure, gas f
tion suppresses the particle oscillations, and the extra par
is trapped by a potential well created by a particle in t
upper layer. At a lower gas pressure, the extra particle’s
netic energy is comparable to the potential well’s depth, a
the extra particle can jump between wells and exhibi
diffusion-like motion. Thus, at this critical value for the fric
tion, a decrease of gas pressure causes a distinctive trans
between regimes of motion of the extra particle. At an ev
lower gas pressure, the kinetic energy of the extra part
exceeds the depth of the potential well so that the extra
ticle moves without deflection by individual particles in th
monolayer. Moreover, in Ref. 14 the melting transition in t
bilayer crystal was described as occurring in two steps. In
present paper, for a monolayer with an extra particle bene
we observe a similar two-step transition in particle heati
Although our monolayer did not melt, we attribute our tra
sition to the asymmetric particle interaction.

These transitions between distinct regimes reported h
were found only in the simulation. To detect these in t
experiment would require far more data, for many values
the gas pressure, than we recorded.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have found that the mechanism that accelerates
extra particle in an incomplete second layer of a plasma c
tal is the asymmetric interparticle interaction between p
ticles in the upper and lower layers. This asymmetry ari
from the ion wakefield surrounding a particle in the presen
of flowing ions. This finding is supported by general agre
ment between experiment and a MD simulation that inclu
an appropriate asymmetric interparticle potential. The agr
ment we find in our phenomenological results includes
similar shape in the particle orbits, and a tendency for
orbits to be long and straight in the absence of significant
damping, and more crooked as the gas damping is increa
This agreement with a relatively clean and simple expe
ment also serves to validate the simulation model.
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In the simulation we found that particle orbits in th
incomplete lower layer have several distinct regimes. Wh
the gas damping is changed by a small amount, transi
takes place, with a significant jump in the kinetic energy
an extra particle.
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